DIT Software Licensing: Your One Stop Shop for UMD Software

Software resources like Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative Cloud, Mathworks MATLAB, and others are available to UMD students, faculty, staff, and departments to help them achieve their goals. The Division of Information Technology's (DIT) software licensing services make the programs available.

DIT addressed almost 250 requests for assistance related to software.

The top issue was access to Adobe's Creative Cloud Suite.

The top three UMD colleges downloading software were ENGR, CMNS, and BSOS.

8,000+ TERPware Downloads!

In addition to TERPware downloads, DIT processed specialized software orders for an average of 43 UMD faculty and staff per month.

Did you know?

Part of the Student Technology Fee is dedicated to providing software so that students can learn and master industry-standard tools. It.umd.edu/governance/ITAC/tech-fee-proposals

Virtual Private Networking (VPN) software encrypts Internet communications, making them more secure.

23 centrally provided software solutions are available at no additional cost to UMD students, faculty, and staff. Find them in one place: terpware.umd.edu